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Some Characteristics of Islamic Journalism Based on Al Quran

M. Yoserizal Saragih
State Islamic University of North Sumatra (UINSU), Medan, Indonesia
: yosesaragih@gmail.com

Abstract: Prophet Muhammad SAW as a role model has been made and gives examples of how the application of journalism itself. Prophet does his message through writing, that is, when he sends a letter to the kings or heads of tribes in Madinah in order to invite to the road of Islam. A journalist should be able to convince mad'u let that propaganda purposes can take place without any problem. Journalistic as a method in a very strategic propaganda. Beside it can be enjoyed by many people, the product of journalism also can be more lasting or durable, because it can be stored or read anytime. Journalism propagation of Islam is actually not a new method of propaganda, because the Prophet has implemented a method of propaganda by sending a letter of propaganda to the kings who do not know and embrace Islam.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the development dissemination of Islam tends to increase either through electronic media, as well as print media. Almost every day, even during the holy month of Ramadan, we could follow the broadcasting of Islam in all national TV stations. Speakers with his style that captivated interspersed with slang are trendy today supported with depth science they have. Presentation the development of Islam on TV, as the writer explains above, is more attractive to the public because it is visual. Beside audio visual, audio is also can be used to interact the audiences. From these ways, the method of delivery of messages should be packaged well and beautifully so that the public can receive the result of the presence of the journalism.

Islam means the spread of da'wah. Da'wah does not only mean lecturing as a traditional way, but can use a variety of modern facilities in other not out of date. The core of da'wah to bring people to Allah can be achieved. Journalism as a tool has a very powerful effect though it may
appear slower, but leaves a deep impression. The essence of da’wah through journalism does not merely convey messages, but also a particular focus on what will be happened after finishing reading the media on the results of earlier journalistic product. For that, man is not only influenced by words but also the power of writing in relation to the language of da’wah. The words (text) can be a thing that stimulates the psychological response of man, and it is caused by several things:

The power of writing in relation to the language of da’wah that is persuasive, namely the words (text) that will be the thing stimulates psychological response of man, and it is caused by several things, that is:

a. The beauty of the language
b. Clarity of information
c. The logic is very strong
d. Provide hope
e. Provide a warning

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Definition of Mass Media

Mass media is a tool used in conveying the message from the source to the audience by using mechanical means of communication, such as newspapers, radio, television and etc. In this case, here the mass media is print media or newspapers. According to Bitter (in Muhtadi, 1999: 73), mass media is a means of transmitting information, such as newspapers, magazines, books, films, radio and television, or a combination of shapes of media forms. Meanwhile, according to Cangara (2002: 134), mass media is a tool used in the delivery of a message from the source to the audience (receiver) using a mechanical of communication such as newspapers, radio, film and television.

Newspaper is a term for press publications which are included in the printed mass media, news sheets come into one's vision, a bouquet of coral and advertisements published periodically, daily, weekly, monthly, and distributed in general. Its contents must be actual, universal, purpose preaching should be concerned with a variety of people and groups. By type, the newspaper is two daily mail and newspapers periodically (weekly, biweekly, monthly and so on). Newspaper is one that is quite important for the community, the newspaper is a journalistic print media. The above
statements, expert opinion can be made formulation that letter used to notify an event, place and specific events in the form of translation of words that contain the main ideas so easily understood by others. These ideas into a single entity that cannot be separated, thus giving birth to interesting information to be read by everyone, especially for readers. Newspaper has a lot to provide information ranging from editorials, news of politics, economy, education, culture, health, sports, and articles. In terms of writing, newspapers uses 5W + 1H or the so-called ten guidelines for writing. Consider the newspaper published today that come to your home or to your office, from the first page to the last page, he will give a lot of problems and information.

2.2 Conducting Propagation Institute of Journalism

The point is that social institutions who work in the field of Da'wah Islamiah in this case his message reach the goal using journalistic methods. Such institution, there are two kinds, namely a special method that uses journalism and journalistic methods in addition to other communication methods in achieving the goals preaching. Institutions using the special propaganda journalism, in his message does not reach the goal using the method other than journalism. Hence the structure is embraced by the press. It's just all the special nuances Islam. The difference is journalistic product contained in the division (desk) editor is based on fields of Islamic teachings such as desk aqidah, worship desk, muamalah, and so forth. While the editorial desk in the press based on the areas of human life generally like sports desk, desk criminal, economic, political desk, and so on. However the shape of the press as it has been expressed before. Institutions that use propaganda journalism in addition to other methods to achieve the goal of preaching is evident not only specialize in journalism, but many other methods in use. In addition to journalism, it can be used educational methods, implementation, propaganda, indoctrination, and so forth.

Its shape structure follows the structure of its parent organization. Journalistic activities only handled by one part and the parent organization. Like the Indonesian Islamic Propagation Institute (LDII) journalistic activities at the national level is handled by the department of communications, information and media; at the provincial level by communication agency, Information and Media; and at the district or town by the communication part, Information and Media.

Its existence is equivalent to the ministry, bureau, or other parts, which both have their own methods for achieving the goals of da'wah. It id clearer form of propaganda press, where his journalistic activities handled by Field Garapan (Bidgar). While preaching purpose in doing well by
bidgar others (who do not perform journalistic activities). Journalistic organizations is part of all missionary activity as shown in the management hierarchy of the organization (institution) message.

2.3 Principles of Journalism

In journalism, to achieve the expected objectives require the principles underlying the whole journalism. The principles of journalism include:

a. Speed

Journalism adheres to the principles of speed. Meaning, speed in which information can be immediately accepted by journalists and quickly disseminated through the mass media. Free reporters covering an event or to obtain news is influenced by the ability of journalists. The ability owned by the reporter is obtained through the knowledge and experience possessed by the reporter.

b. Accuracy

The accuracy of a media in presenting the news will attract people to read the media. The accuracy in presenting this news could be influenced by the good cooperation between the editorial management, business management, and management of printing. The one drawback, and the third part will affect the precision of the mass media to present the news.

c. Competence

Competence is defined as the ability of people in the running his duty. The ability of people influenced by educational background and also owned experience. It needs various disciplinary backgrounds, both social, economic, political, legal, and others. With a wide range of disciplines will help in analyzing highly complex problems that exist in society.

d. Emphasis

The emphasis here is defined as the principal issue that wants presented and reviewed in the mass media. Each media can provide emphasis in accordance with the respective features. Whether a media will hit the news in a particular field, such as social, economic, political, entertainment, sports, and others. Emphasis information submitted will make people look typical of the media concerned.

e. Loyalty

This loyalty greatly affects the growth of a body. Loyalitas in publishing journalism instance starts and journalists covering the news to the people who spread its product circulation. The loyalty of someone in their duties and can be influenced by factors within the person himself or outside
form of management imposed on the company. Good management will encourage someone to continue loyal to the tasks in hand.

f. Eligibility

Feasibility becomes one of the principles in journalism. Eligibility here is about information received by the editorial. Whether a news or information contained worthy to be preached to the masses depending on the assessment on the part of the editors. Given the mass media is media that is enjoyed by the public, then the feasibility of an information or news that is published based on the common standards concerning the many and not just the interests of a particular person. Eligibility and a message to be loaded can also be viewed and morally as not to hurt the person or entity, not incite, polite language, and so on.

g. Priority

Priority has also become an important principle in journalism. Priority is in achieving the objectives. Often a press publishing company which has its own printing equipment in addition to print media, sometimes also for other businesses. In certain situations often occurs in common time for going to press. In such situations, it is necessary priority in the printing business is to put the print media as the main objective of the company.

There are three things that the message of the Quran to the process of presenting journalism so that it always has meaningful to humans. The first invites a way that is done and in accordance with the conditions of the object of propaganda, the second man as the object of the mission is plural and the plural it should be a consideration in formulating message, the third is a culture that can not be eliminated in the midst of society is cultural mimic (culture of followership), should a journalist care to cultural behavior with what it proposes, in accordance with the concept of journalism in the Qur'an. One of the functions of journalism is as defenders of truth and fairness. Many people refer to it as a universal function and ideal. A journalist is never asked to provide information, but it is its own initiative.

III. DISCUSSION

All journalistic activities is a missionary movement, with a record of what is written or published. The news which is published by a journalist is something that is da'wah, calling on the
good and forbidding in the unjust. The journalist should use a polite language that reflects the da’wah.

There are few characteristics which becomes the distinguishing between the language used by the common journalistic compared with Islamic journalism, namely: simple, short, solid, straightforward, clear, clean, attractive, democratic, populist, logical, grammatical, avoid using words which is only understood by certain groups such as "Atok" which means grandfather, avoid using foreign terms, using an appropriate word choice (diction), giving priority to active sentences, and finally as far as possible avoid to technical terms and must subject to the rules of ethics.

a. Simple

Simple means always prioritizing and selecting a word or phrase that is most widely known by an audience or readers who are very heterogeneous, in terms of intellectual level as well as demographic characteristics.

b. Brief

Brief means directly to the subject matter (to the point), not long-winded, do not spin, and do not waste the reader’s time is very valuable.

c. Solid

According to Patmoko, SK, senior editor of Rays of Hope in the book of Journalism Techniques, solid in journalistic language means every sentence and paragraphs must consist of a lot of important and interesting information for the audience. It means there is a clear distinction between short sentences and phrases.

d. Unadorned

Means straightforward, unambiguous, avoiding euphemisms or smoothing words and sentences.

e. Clear

Clear means easily captured intention which is not diffuse and vague. As an example, black is a clear color, white is a clear color, but when these two colors put closely it is a clearer which one is called black and which one is white.

f. Transparent

Transparent means honest, sincere, does not hide anything such as prejudice or slander.

g. Interesting
Language journalism must be interesting. Exciting means able to generate interest and borders audience of readers, triggering appetite read, and make people who are asleep, awake instantly. Language journalism rests on the principle of exciting, true and raw.

h. Democratic

One of the most prominent characteristic of language journalism is democracies. Democratic means language journalism is not familiar with the language level, rank, caste or other distinction and greet parties as found in the grammar of Sundanese and Javanese.

i. Populist

Populist means any word, term or any sentence contained in the works of journalism should be familiar in the ears, eyes, and minds of an audience or readers. Language journalism must be populist, means acceptable and familiar to all levels of society.

j. Logic

Logic means anything contained in words, terms, sentences or paragraphs journalism should be acceptable and not contrary to common sense.

k. Grammatical

Grammatical means words, any term or phrase used and selected in language journalism must follow standard rules of grammar.

l. Avoid Using Speech Language

Speech language is the word commonly used in everyday conversation informally. Speech language is words that are spoken in the coffee shop, including a city bus, or in the market.

m. Avoid using foreign words and terms.

n. Choice an appropriate word (diction).

o. Stresses at active sentence.

Active voice is more easily understood and more preferably by an audience or readers rather than the passive voice.

p. Avoid using technical terms.

q. Subject to the rules of ethics.
IV. CONCLUSION

From the research and observations made by researcher, it can be concluded that there are some basic concepts offered by the Al-Quran through this journalism namely; Qaulan ma'rufan means the correct pronunciation, Qaulan Kariman means the polite word (Surah Al-Isra' : 23), Qaulan Maysuran means appropriate greeting (Surat al-Isra': 28), Qaulan Balighan means greeting appropriate to the circumstances (Surah An-Nisa: 63), Qaulan Layyinan is gentle greeting (Surah Ta Ha: 44). Al-Quran contains of many journalistic elements which can be divided into four namely: Fairness accuracy (to be fair), the accuracy of the information, responsible, and constructive criticism.
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